“What we learn with pleasure we never forget”

Carlton Colville Primary School –Medium Term Planning
Year 6
Sparkling start

WWII Day: Evacuation, making
paperchains and posters,
gardening, letter home, learn a
wartime rouser and plan
Anderson shelters.

Autumn Term 2 2017/18
Fabulous finish

“We’ll Meet Again”

As scientists we will be investigating electricity
including: learning about electrical insulators and
conductors, exploring the effects of adding more
components or cells, and using recognised symbols
for circuit components in simple diagrams.
Children will have the opportunity to wire model
Anderson shelters that they have created as part of
their home-learning challenge, including creating
their own switches.

Flixton Aviation Museum
Post-War Dance (Christmas Party)

As readers we will be reading “Warboy” by Michael
Foreman, discussing the power of autobiography as a
historical source, as well as Foreman’s style.
As mathematicians we will be looking at weights and
measures for rations.
As writers we will create an information text about life on
the Home Front in World War II, and a story about Wartime
Christmas.

Big Ideas

As historians we will be examining local sources to
gain an understanding of childhood in Lowestoft in As computer technicians we will create a Morse code
World War II.
machine using Scratch.
As geographers we will be mapping and learning As musicians we will use a range of traditional songs and
about local airfields before our trip to Flixton wartime rousers: wartime karaoke!
Aviation Museum.
As linguists we will learn about the culture and life in France
As designers and technicians we will be cooking through songs and stories. We will learn to speak, read and
some ration recipes, and wiring our model write the language through games and activities and whole
Anderson shelters with lights, buzzers and school language days.
switches.
As online safety experts we will advise others how to act
As artists we will create WWII prints in the style of online, using the Spiderman motto, “With great power
Eric Ravilious.
comes great responsibility.”

Learning skills

Curriculum Drivers

Further opportunities

As computer experts we will create a coding Home-learning Challenges: Creating a model Anderson
programme that converts morse code to text and shelter and ration cooking.
vice versa.
Readers:

WWII Information texts.

Writers:

Explanation and report-style writing through science, history and geography.

Communication:

Storytelling Schools opportunities to Hear, Map, Step and Speak 2 texts during this half term.

Mathematicians:

Weights and measures during ration cooking.

Possibilities

Communities

Knowledge of the World

Exploring the concept that it is Understand Lowestoft’s role in Know about causes and effect of
possible to achieve despite WWII.
WWII on the Home Front and how it
limitations, such as rations and war
affected celebrations of Christmas.
difficulties
Understand Lowestoft’s role in
WWII.

Our children, as role models of independent learners, will select and apply the most suitable learning
skills for their learning each lesson.

